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Introduction: The Lachesis Tessera quadrangle 
(V18) of Venus is bounded by 300○ and 330○ East 
Longitude, 25○ and 50○ North Latitude. In Greek Myth
ology, Lachesis is one of the three  Fates.. Lachesis 
Tessera itself occupies a very small portion of the 
northwest quadrant of the quadrangle and is partially in 
the Beta Regio (V17) quadrangle. The Lachesis 
Tessera quadrangle includes parts of Sedna and 
Guinevere Planitiae; regional plains cover approxim
ately 80% of the quadrangle.  In addition, the quad
rangle includes two deformation belts and embayed 
fragments of one or two possible additional belts, 3 
large central volcanoes, abundant small shield volca
noes and associated flow materials, 13 impact craters, 
3 named coronae, and a number of coronaelike fea
tures.  The most interesting area of the Lachesis 
Tessera quadrangle is a linear grouping of a prominent 
structural belt, coronae, and coronaelike structures 
oriented northwest to southeast in the southern half of 
the quadrangle (fig 1).

Linear Group: This linear group forms a belt of 
structures extending from the western boundary of the 
quadrangle at about 36o North Latitude southeastward 
to near the southern boundary of the quadrangle at 
about 324o East Longitude.  This belt links Breksta 
Linea, Zemire and PasuAva coronae, severalsmall de
formed coronalike features, pancake domes and a pu
tative corona. The putative corona is centered at about 
323 o East Longitude, 28 o North Latitude.  All but the 
eastern part of this putative corona is within the wide 
strip of no image coverage (fig 2).

The highest elevation of this linear group is in the 
west, adjacent to a fracture belt in the Beta Regio 
quadrangle [1]. Many of the lineations in the Breksta 

Linea are grabens.  The age relationship between Brek
sta Linea and two of the coronalike structures is un
clear  because Breksta Linea appears to be younger 
than one coronalike feature but older than the other 
(fig. 3). 

Other features: Lineations are found throughout 
the quadrangle that  trend approximately NS and that 
run for hundreds of kilometers.  Sections of these lin
eations are grabens. Some lineations cross everything 
from Tesserae to lava flows.  In some locations they 
are covered by relatively young lava flows.  Other than 
the lava flows that cut across them, the lineations ap
pear to be the youngest features in the quadrangle. 

The regional plains, which cover approximately 
80% of the quadrangle, are divided into two members. 
Both members display variable radar backscatter, how
ever member 2 (pr2) is brighter than member 1 (pr1). 
Unit pr2 is the younger of the two as determined by 
darker inliers of pr1 (often low shield volcanoes that 
are partially covered by the brighter material of pr2). 
Localized plains units have significantly lower back 
scatter (pd) and commonly have a mottled appearance 
(pm). The dark plains material is younger than the re
gional plains material as indicated by inliers of region
al plains within the dark plains. However, the age rela
tionship of mottled plains to regional plains remains 
unclear.

Future Work: Along with continued mapping of 
the Lachesis Tessera Quadrangle we will be focusing 
on the linear group of structural features to gain insight 
into surface and subsurface processes of Venus.

References: [1]  Basilevsky,  2008,  USGS  Map 
#3023.

Figure 1. Linear group of 
structural features. Breksta 
Linea is highlighted in yellow, 
named corona are denoted by 
red circles, the putative corona 
is indicated by a yellow circle, 
black circles outline corona
like structures, and green 
circles show pancake domes. 
Locations of images in figure 3 
are indicated by black boxes.
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Figure 2. Putative 
corona half hidden by 
gore.

Figure 3. Image A shows a coronalike structure located approximately three quarters of the way from the 
northern end on the the southern edge of Breksta linea. The lineations of Breksta Linea cut across this 
structure (red arrow) indicating an older age for the coronalike structure than the lineations. In the same 
image there is another coronalike structure and what look like adjacent pancake domes to the northwest. 
Image B  shows another coronalike structure located at the southern end of Breksta Linea. The lineations 
of Breksta Linea are truncated at the edge of this structure (red arrow) indicating a younger age for the 
corona likestructure (red arrow) than the lineations.
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